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Edinburgh-based Multipanel wins leading interior product award 

 

 

Multipanel, the UK’s leading bathroom wall panel brand, has been awarded Best 

Bathroom Surface at Ideal Home Awards 2024.  

 

The company won the Best Bathroom Surface category for their Tile Collection. The 

collection features nine decors across colour, marble and mineral with an etched grout 

line, and are available in a variety of patterns – from large tile to metro and herringbone. 

The winning decors provide the aesthetic benefits of a stylish tile, but with the simplicity 

and ease of high-performance bathroom panels.  

 

John Mortimer, Managing Director, Multipanel, says: “The Ideal Home Awards are 

regarded as the leading consumer interior design awards, so to win is a huge 

achievement for Multipanel. The judges recognised that wall panels offer several benefits 

to homeowners, such as being easy to maintain, require no messy grouting and are 

quicker to install - all without compromising on style.  

“Our team work hard to ensure our wall panels deliver on style element, often leading the 

way within the industry. We are especially proud of the sustainability of our wall panels – 

they are manufactured in the UK using Forest Stewardship Council® certified materials 

and are 100% recyclable - which make them a fantastic alternative to tiles.” 

 

 



Ideal Home added about the award win: “The ingenious panelling takes all the faff out of 

achieving a super-stylish look.” 

 

For more information on Multipanel, please visit Multipanel.co.uk. 

 
    
Note to editors  

Manufactured in Edinburgh, Multipanel is the UK’s best-selling bathroom wall panel, and a 

sustainable and modern alternative to bathroom tiling.   

  

The fast, grout-free installation of Multipanel wall panels makes them a modern alternative 

to tiles and a favourite with homeowners, bathroom installers, and specifiers in the housing 

sector  

  

Over 8,000 Multipanel wall panels are manufactured each week at the company’s factory in 

Edinburgh, which are distributed throughout the UK and Northern Europe through 

merchants, bathroom showrooms and leading online retailers.   

  

Multipanel’s new Tile Collection is the only tile-effect wall panel collection in the UK to hold 

both Made In Britain and FSC ® (Forest Stewardship Council FSC 128180) certification. Its 

bathroom wall panels, which come with a 30-year warranty, have a unique tongue and 

groove installation system, Hydrolock which allows profile-free installation.  

  

To find out more about Multipanel please head to: https://www.Multipanel.co.uk   

 

https://www.multipanel.co.uk/
https://www.multipanel.co.uk/products/bathroom-wall-panels/
https://www.multipanel.co.uk/products/hydrolock/
https://multipanel.co.uk/

